MI GHAN TEAM
Hopes to Stay in 1921 Position

Wolverines Have Only Two Old Veterans On Basketball Quarters

By WALLACE F. ELLIOTT

Ann Arbor, Mich., Jan. 9—With promises set out of the bright, with hopes high, Michigan's basketball tourney in the west is the biggest in the history of the court game at Ann Arbor. Showing Big Ten hopes with Purdue and Wiscon-
in are expected to make the every effort to win a team into the F. "The Wolverines have reasons to four ahead of this year's regular team. More the year of service under Coach Mother and the experience of two seasons of experience behind him.

W. G. Miller is the second joined by the 1921 "W" team's tour of the country through his great expectations. He does not show the spectator play- ing basketball, however, is no man to be expected to make him a team. He has face Michigan's opponents, but he has already in February. His absence, however, has given them the advantage seven months, and Michigan's progress has been marked, and Wolverines cozy at the opening of the season. Michigan's 1920-21 team is a new job at a result.

Don't Report

At center city, a sophomore, is being during February. The last left behind by the inability of "Drake Ecritoire" to get along with the man on the West Point, to re- spect. The basis of the work being given a good handling to the boys who desire to follow them, less, does not mean that the game is to be played, and boys have been valuable man in the no further report.

Second One For

St. John's, team of last year's champion ship, has been matched with the same men at the same time trading men at Miller. Reason: East and West favor, and helps eae for the basket, and promis- ing to produce a good team.

With Captain Qualter at guard is in Michigan, and his squad is going into good shape under the head of Coach Poploy. The over-ridden list are Whiting, Puck-To- man, Puck-Man, Davis, George, and Cappon and Edna of the St. John's.

Whether or not Michigan's present- ing a strong team will be a matter of many questions, because the man at the very top is just to be welcomed. Nothing is known of Coach Miller, except that he is a graduate of Western State Normal, Corn- nell and Michigan, and that he is known as a graduate of the church.

The success of the Cincinnati game is the only factor which can be used the Ohio State.

WEATHER REPORT

Weather for Iowa—Fair and mild.
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DOLLAR ARBITRIOCY

PROFESSORS MAINTAIN THAT CRAMMING IS ONLY WASTED ENERGY

For the Formal

Kwik Pak Laundry Cases

RHYE IOWA BOOK STORE

Our Summer Catalogue

UNION BOOKSTORE

Specials

Memories

State

A Form

YES-NO

To The Editor:

We hope so. First of all, let us consider the word "formal" as a guide to the non-holder of year book, the game, give him credit for it. He knows that a person who has done an average job of work covered in the course, will become so in the end. His belief in the ability of one to pass a course without attending the University is thoroughly absurd. We hope that in the future he will be so with the University. We hope that in the future he will be so with the University.

It is the same with the human mind. Even when a man is not abreast of his field, he may not be abreast of the general level of society. If his outlook on the world is confined to a narrow circle, he may feel that his work is inferior to that of others because he has not had an opportunity to compare himself with them. If his education has been limited, he may feel that his knowledge is insufficient because he has not had the chance to study the subject in depth.

But we must not forget the importance of formal education. A formal education provides the foundation for further learning, and it is through formal education that we are able to develop the critical thinking skills necessary to solve complex problems. The skills learned in formal education are applicable to a wide range of careers and are valuable in both personal and professional settings.

Therefore, we should not make light of formal education. Formal education is a necessary part of our development as individuals and as members of society. We should recognize the value of formal education and work to ensure that it remains accessible to all.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---
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The Shot Put

The Shot Put is a track and field event that involves throwing a heavy steel ball as far as possible. The distance thrown is measured from where the ball lands to a point on the ground. The goal is to throw the ball as far as possible, and this requires a combination of strength, technique, and tactical planning.

The Shot Put is divided into two main parts: the approach and the release. The approach involves running down a runway and building momentum before stepping into the release area. The release area is a specific area designated for throwing the ball, and it is important to maintain good form and technique throughout the entire movement.

The technique involved in the Shot Put is quite complex and requires a high level of skill. The athlete needs to generate as much force as possible in their legs and core while maintaining balance and control. The release of the ball is crucial, as it is during this phase that the athlete must generate the maximum amount of energy to achieve the greatest distance.

In conclusion, the Shot Put is a challenging and demanding event that requires a combination of physical strength, technical skill, and tactical planning. It is a test of the athlete's ability to control their body and generate maximum force in a short amount of time. The Shot Put is a popular event in track and field and is often used as a measure of an athlete's overall strength and power.
AN OLD TIME SALE AT

It's the 64th Semi-Annual Sale to be held under the 'Coast name—Each year for the benefit of seasonable merchandise—preparatory to arrival of the next season's stock. A Sale that can't be missed.

BEGINS THURSDAY, JANUARY 17

Absolutely Every Article In the Store At A Cut Price

Underwear--Odd Trousers--Flannel Shirts--Sweaters

At Prices That Mean
Big Savings

WORTH WHIL~ REDUCTIONS IN
HEAVY UNDERWEAR

It isn't often you find such sweeping cuts on staple underwear. Here you have all wool, silk and wool, cotton and fleecy lined, either one or two piece styles, to choose from.

Chambray 2-piece derby ribbed at

$2.15, $2.85, $3.35, $4.15

$7.50

Union suits in derby ribbed as

$8.85

Superior lock crotch perfect union suits, very special at

$1.25

Wanted quality Superior, as

$2.85

Dowing to limited space only a few examples are given to indicate to you the low prices our entire stock will be sold for.

OTHER GRADES AS LOW AS

$6.00

NOT AN ITEM IN OUR STORE THAT BORES A LUXURY TAX

NOT AN ITEM IN OUR STORE THAT BEARS A LUXURY TAX

Hart Schaffner & Marx Redel---Superbly Tailored Suits and Overcoats

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Here are hundreds of the finest Suits and Overcoats of America—at first time on our opening day of the sale. There are none, Markman guaranteed silk linings. All made on Spring 1922. We are selling season's wholesale.

Beautifully Tailored Suits and Overcoats

If you're looking for rich, tasteful colorings so popular this season's suits, you'll want to be sure to come to our Overcoats regularly priced to $52.50, now—$37.00

It's a source of satisfaction for us to announce to you that the stock in our Overcoat will find only a few examples are given to indicate to you the low prices our entire stock will be sold for.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.

Choice of the House---Is a sweeping announcement and You have the choice of this entire stock of wool Suit. Former season's selling price ranged from $75—dur $47.00.
for the past 32 years it has been our custom to absolutely clean our decks is store. A Sale where profits are forgotten—where complete clearance is the object

Y, JANUARY 12th, 1922

Store Will Be Closed Tuesday and Wednesday, January 10th and 11th to Arrange Stock

Emphatic Reductions on Latest Furnishings

SHIRTS SHIRTS SHIRTS
Here you will have the choice of hundreds of men's shirts in the season's most popular weaves. All colors fast, all perfect workmanship, and don't forget that Coasts' shirts fit.

Four Big Lots—
$1.15, $1.75, $2.75, $3.75

LATEST FURNISHING GOODS
Nothing in this great sale are prices cut deeper than in this department. Neckwear, Gloves, Hosiers, etc., everything in fact that helps complete a man's wardrobe. All the latest novelties are included in this sale. Some 50 odd dozen Collars, good shapes, discontinued lines, at 15c each; or 3 for 25c. All collars reduced.

NECKWEAR OF QUALITY
Hundreds of the season's most popular scarfs to close out; exceptionally attractive are those lines that will sell for—
$6.50, $8.50 & $1.15

GLOVES
No better glove makers in the world than Perris, Hassen and Kayers. We sell them all, and they're all reduced to a price that will move them out in a hurry. Ask to see Kayser's Leatherette Gloves at $0.65

Bath Robes at sweeping reductions. Some as low as $4.85

HATS HATS HATS
Stetsons and Borsalino's all included in this big clearance of the season's most popular shapes and shades. Here's a knockout; your choice of a hundred hats, worth up to $5, for...
$2.45
A genuine Velour de Lux quality at $5.55

Other grades at $3.55 & $4.85

Values as high as $8.00

HOSIERY
On January 1st, all Interwoven lisle hose sold for 50 cents. There are none finer. Now only...
Only 25 dozens available at this price. You'll have to hurry. A very good dress hose for every day wear at...
Heavy wool English hosiery for...
Fancy Wool Dress Hose Just Received at Money Saving Prices

CAPS
Our entire up-to-the-minute cap stock, including all $3.50 caps, as well as $5.00 and higher, for...

400

a sweeping movement and means just what it says. We have a stock of wool suits for Men and Young Men, ranging from 75c—during the big clearance sale at

Overcoats in America—and over 200 of them will be shown for the...

We are selling them at a price under the former early

Very Excellent Suits and Overcoats
There's no question about their quality; fine, well tailored garments. They are not the newest styles—

$27.00

Gentlemen are often asked to send for the stock we are now selling in practically all colors and sizes. Suit all sorts.

Guaranteed—Money Back for the Asking

COASTS'
The daily newspaper of the University of Iowa, Iowa City, has been a circulating committee of which Prof. Edward G. Meche is chairman. The purpose of this new newspaper is being used in this production.

The feature of the military department's program is to appear in the characteristically, satirical affair of their preference. A part in the world of the Iowa university as well as Iowa five cents.

The greatest history known over the years is the United States, the famous for the first time, in the last of the paper. The weight of pi day is the only product of his own, the curious stone's. (1) tickets this season. Acacia-Sigma Pi-March 30-7:00

Asking as admission February 13-6:15 p.m. Jersey, and gets up in the morning corn, plow. As the members of the program, a program has served as admission February 13-6:15 p.m.
Do You Know That We Do All Our Own Baking?

Tasteful Sweet Rolls and Fine Large Dougnuts

which you enjoy every morning

are being turned out by the dozens in the "slow" small hours of the morning. We invite you to inspect our bakery at any time.

Quality Cafe

---

**Sunday Luncheon**

Prof. and Mrs. C. H. Horne entertained at luncheon Sunday night. The guests were Judge P. F. Pauley, Shinnston; Herbert F. Pavlic of Iowa City; Scott M. Laid of Des Moines; Herkie R. Wilber of Vancouver; H. D. Shutt of Eldon, and Frederic M. Miller of Des Moines.

**APPROVED PLAY**

"The Truth" - the play to be presented at the Englert Theatre tonight is the approved play for the week.

C. Crewe Reeves

Crewe Reeves is a member of the Sigma Sigma fraternity who attended the University last year and has been traveling through the East. He has been playing the piano on the vaudeville stage. Mr. Crewe came to Iowa City Saturday night and will register the University at the beginning of the second week.

Chi Omega

The members of the yellow glove club were entertained at the Chi Omega house and also at the women's gym shortly after five o'clock Monday evening.

---

**UNIVERSITY PROGRESS**

February 15, 1921

---

The Daily Iowan, State University of Iowa

The officers of the club: President Basch, treasurer of the class of 1920, States College; Vice-president Lurte Bryan; Secretary of the class of 1920, States College; Assistant Secretary, Miss Smith, Iowa City, Secretary and Treasurer, Yoda Cooper All of Hawarden and Business Manager Martin Smith All of Hawarden.

Prof. Valter Lanz, coach of the club and his brother were guests. Milledge P. Boshoff sung and Prof. G. P. Clay played. It is planned to make this an annual affair.

Mrs. Emil Mauthe's 74th of Stan-

ton is sitting at the home of her mother, Mrs. Rose Bills.

---

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

There will be a student council meeting tonight in Old Capitol building, 7:30.

Douglas P. Boynton, president.

Sigmas Delta Chi will meet in the Iowa hotel this evening at 3 o'clock. Chiota, Bro. Secretary.

There will be a meeting of the Women's council today in the Liberal arts drawing room at 4 p.m.

Rahimii, Sunnaly, secretary.

There will be a business meeting of Homers at 7:30 tonight and a meeting of the literary arts club at 8 o'clock.

Helan Longwedge, president.

All tickets ordered for the corn will be on hand this morning.

---

**JOHN BARRYMORE**

America's greatest actor is its star

because -

-- "The Lotus Eater" is Albert Payson Terhune's best story

because -

Marshall Neilan

personally directed it

because -

WESLEY BARRY IS IN IT

ANNA Q. MILLION IS IN IT

COLLEEN MOORE IS IN IT

MARSHAL SHERRY IS IN IT

because -

It seems from Broadway to a South Sea island with glimmer and drama and laughter in every scene, that somehow or other a woman never saw a woman for twenty-five years - and then fell for an adventure-

and because -

"Punch" personally guarantees this a

---

**THE CHAFFE Ultimate Comedy**

His Latest Two-Real Comedy

Just Check Full of Funny Situations

Shows at 1:30, 3:30, 6:30, 8:30

---

**PASTIME 4 Days Starting To-Day**

---

**"THE LOTUS EATER" Carries Complete Enjoyment**

For All --

because --

JOHN BARRYMORE

America's greatest actor is its star

because --

"The Lotus Eater" is Albert Payson Terhune's best story

because --

Marshall Neilan

personally directed it

because --

WESLEY BARRY IS IN IT

ANNA Q. MILLION IS IN IT

COLLEEN MOORE IS IN IT

MARSHAL SHERRY IS IN IT

because --

It seems from Broadway to a South Sea island with glimmer and drama and laughter in every scene, that somehow or other a woman never saw a woman for twenty-five years - and then fell for an adventure --

and because --

"Punch" personally guarantees this a

Then for the Humorous Part of the Program Set

CLYDE COOK

---

**CLYDE COOK**

---

**THE CHAFFEE Ultimate Comedy**

His Latest Two-Real Comedy

Just Check Full of Funny Situations

Shows at 1:30, 3:30, 6:30, 8:30
IOWA HAS ROOM FOR MORE FRATERNITIES IS YOUR CHANCE TO ENSURE IT

The question under constant discussion among the undergraduates in the fraternity and sorority groups is: How can we secure more fraternity and sorority houses on the campus here?

With an enrollment of about 900 men and 350 women, there is room enough on the campus yet for the establishment of several more fraternity and sorority houses. The question of securing more fraternity and sorority houses is a matter of some importance because the established fraternity and sorority houses are overcrowded and the enrollment of their members far exceeds the space available for them. This overcrowding of fraternity and sorority houses is a matter of much importance, because it is causing a great deal of dissatisfaction among the students and is forcing them to seek quarters elsewhere, and this results in a loss of revenue to the university. It is a matter of much importance to the university also, because it is affecting the enrollment of the students, and the more fraternity and sorority houses there are the more students will be attracted to the university.

Proponents of fraternity and sorority houses argue that they are necessary for the social and intellectual development of the students. They provide a social network for students to form lasting relationships, learn important life skills, and gain valuable experience. Moreover, fraternity and sorority houses offer a sense of community and belonging, which is essential for the emotional well-being of students. The establishment of more fraternity and sorority houses would therefore be in the best interest of the university, its students, and the community as a whole.

The question of securing more fraternity and sorority houses is a matter of some importance because the established fraternity and sorority houses are overcrowded and the enrollment of their members far exceeds the space available for them. This overcrowding of fraternity and sorority houses is a matter of much importance, because it is causing a great deal of dissatisfaction among the students and is forcing them to seek quarters elsewhere, and this results in a loss of revenue to the university. It is a matter of much importance to the university also, because it is affecting the enrollment of the students, and the more fraternity and sorority houses there are the more students will be attracted to the university.

The establishment of more fraternity and sorority houses would therefore be in the best interest of the university, its students, and the community as a whole.